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ADHESIVES

SW082 Mist Type Spray Adhesive
An economy pallet adhesive perfect for textile screen printers. Its pressure-sensitive formula makes it
repositionable without losing its strength and it holds its tack for a number of
screen passes before an additional application is necessary. It bonds easily to
cloth, paper, cardboard, acetate, foil, plastic film, cork, foam rubber and leather.
No. 82 will not transfer to fabric nor will it allow shifting of the material(s) during
the screenprinting process, which makes it ideal for t-shirts and similar materials. No. 82 quickly strips without stain
or residue. The
superior
pressuresensitive
formula lasts
longer, thus
giving
the
operator considerably more
uses per application and
allowing for
less downtime.
For Screen Print TTacking:
Tack Apply a light, even coat to pallet and allow to ddry. Position fabric on coated area and
proceed with scre
screening
eeni process. Quickly covers without
staining.

SW382Fast
SW
Tack 382
Our
Ou V.O.C. compliant version of SW082

PRODUCT LISTING
Mist Type Adhesive SW082
Mist Pallet Adhesive SW382
Web Type Adhesive SW083

super quality pallet adhesives specifically for

textile

SCREEN PRINTERS

Web Pallet Adhesive SW383

SW083 Web Type Spray Adhesive

Super Flash Adhesive 384 SW084

This economy web type textile screen printing
pallet adhesive is ideal for sweatshirt fabrics. A
pressure-sensitive formula that is especially
useuful as it is repositionable without losing
its strength. It sprays
on easily and evenly
for screenprint tacking. No. 83 also bonds
easily to cloth, paper,
cardboard, acetate,
foil, plastic film, cork,
foam rubber, leather
and cloth. It will not
transfer to fabric nor
will it allow shifting

Foam & Fabric Adhesive SW055
66 Spray Adhesive SW066
General Purpose Web SW085
General Purpose Mist SW087
Multi-Purpose Adhesive SW088
Specialty Adhesive SW089
Heavy Duty Trim Adhesive SW092

of the material(s) during
the screenprinting process,
making it ideal for heavier
type fabrics.

For Screen Print Tacking: Apply
a light, even coat to pallet and
allow to dry. Position fabric on
coated area and proceed
oceed with
screening process. Quickly
Q
covers without staining.
g.

SW383 Fast Ta
Tack
ackk 3383
83
Our V.O.C. compliant
nt
version of SW083

SW084 FastTack 384
A pressure-sensitive formula, No. 84 is a textile
screen printing pallet adhesive ideal for flash curing.
A high-quality industrial
grade spray adhesive with
excellent heat resistance. It
is specially formulated for
flash-cure applications. It
remains tacky - even when
exposed repeatedly to the
high temperatures required
to cure plastisol
stisol inks. It
will not transfer
nssfer to fabric,
nor will it allow
shifting
a
of the material(s)
terial(s) during
the screenprinting
rinnting process,
making it ideal
ideaal for
for most
fo
most
fabrics.

SW055 Fast Tack 55 Foam &
Fabric Adhesive
Fortified with high solids, the snorkel tip provides
uniform, soft glue lines that will not dimple. Quick
tack and a low soak in feature
means more adhesive on the
surface which results in stronger bonds. It does not darken,
nor does it leave a residual
odor while it leaves a superstrong bond. Effectively bonds
fabric to foam, metal or wood
surfaces and to itself. It also
bonds urethane
ne and latex-type
yp
foams to themselves
mselves in buttsplicing, knifee edging, laminating, boxingg and edge turning operations
ns as well as to
metal, rigid plastic
plaasttic and
andd wood
woo
oodd
surfaces.

SW066 66 Spray Adhesive
Perfect for use in the art studio, the graphic arts
or screenprinting shop, or the sign shop. No. 66
is non-wrinkling, repositionable, water-resistant,

ADHESIVES
a quick or long-tack adhesive that provides either
a temporary or permanent
bond. This spray can be
used to bond many materials including: metal, cardboard, foam rubber, plastic
films, glass, wood, paper and
cloth. It is ideal for quick
layouts, paste-ups, labeling
and display assembly. In
any situation No. 66 creates
a pressure-sensitive surface
suitable for many tasks. In
the screenprinting ship, the
spray tacks down t-shirts and
other fabrics to the pallet without transferring to
the fabric.

SW085 Fast Tack 85 General
Purpose Web Adhesive
A high-performance adhesive designed for temporary
or permanent bonding. This
product is ideal for porous
or non-porous surfaces. Created for use on a wide range
of bondable substrates, this
is truly a general purpose adhesive. Waterproof, flexible,
transparent and non-staining, use this product for your
toughest adhesive applications with materials such as
plastics (including polyethylene sheeting), various foams
(esters, polyurethane), carpet,
marine carpet, FRP, wood, cloth cardboard,
arddboard, leather,
various metals and many elastomers.
meers.
Contains no chlorinated solvents
or ozone depleters.
Not recommended for vinyls.

SW087 Fast Tack General
Purpose Mist Adhesive
A high-performance mist adhesive used for both temporary and permanent bonds. It
is a versatile general purpose
adhesive ideal for use in
packaging, lightweight bonding and fabricating, labeling
and shipping applications.
Its non-staining formula
makes it ideal for use on
many substrates
trates such as:
•wood to acrylics,
acrrylics, paper/
cardboard, fabric
faabric and felt
•metal to acrylics,
acrylics, paper/
cardboard,, fabric
faabric and felt
•rubber too acrylics,
a ylilics
acry
cs,, nylon,
nyylo
lon,
n,
fabric and felt
•paper to paper/cardboard,
fabric and felt

SW088 Multi-Purpose 88
Spray Adhesive
This multi-purpose adhesive is
a high-solid, industrial grade
adhesive that is fast drying,
heat and water-resistant while
providing either a temporary or
permanent bond. Its long-tack
feature allows greater open
time so that more parts can be
sprayed before assembly.
•High coverage
•Long tack
•Low soak-in
For extra strong bonds - spray
both surfaces and allow 30
seconds or more drying time
before assembly.

Sprayway manufactures an adhesive for any application!

SPRAY TIP

A

SW089 Fast Tack 89
Specialty Adhesive

s with any spray
dhesive,
some
build-up will occur at
the spray tip. When
fresh this is removed by
simply wiping with a tissue. Dried build-up can
be cleaned with a thinner or with Sprayway’s
No. 63 C-60 Solvent
Cleaner & Degreaser.
After spraying turn can
upside down and spray
for two seconds. This
will keep the valve from
plugging.

TERMS TO KNOW
CONTACT ADHESIVE - adhesive used for temporary or permanent bonding of substrates.

This pressure-sensitive mist
adhesive is used for lightweight temporary bonds and
repositionable applications.
This adhesive has no permanent bonding capability. It has
fast, aggressive tack and good
shear strength. When allowed
to properly tack, the adhesive
will not stain nor transfer to
oother surfaces. This adhesive
iis ideal for arts and crafts, temporary fabric holding, paste ups
and set up ap
applications,
palletizing lightweight
pplic
objects, attaching
attachiing appliqués, temporary signage
and
and many
many more
moree similar
sim applications.

MIST SPRAY - a fine particulate spray pattern.
OPEN TIME - the time that the adhesive stays
wet.

SW092 Fast Tack HiTemp Heavy Duty
Trim Adhesive
A contact adhesive designed
for bonding vinyl tops, heavyweight headliners and hood
silencer pads where high
strength and heat resistance
are needed. This product’s
outstanding features include:
•High immediate
diate
ate
t bond
strength
•Repositionable
ble during
assembly
•Excellent heat
eatt and water
wat
ater
resistance
•Lace-like non-misting spray
•Long bonding range
(5 mins. to 1 hour)
Bonds to metal, wood, plastic, foam,
oam,
headliners and insulation materials.

PRESSURE SENSITIVE - the quality of an adhesive that remains permanently tacky and has no
structural integrity.
SOLIDS - the amount of adhesive left on the
substrate after curing.

PProducts displaying the CARB & OTC COMPLIANT
sy
symbol are available for sale in all states.

TACK - the initial bond quality of the adhesive.
WEB SPRAY - a lace-like spray pattern that
does not penetrate substrates.

but WHICH adhesive is right for my Application?
Product

Color

Spray
Pattern

Permanent

Bond
Temporary

Contact

Type

SW055

Clear

Web

√

√

√

SW066

Lt. Tan

Mist

√

√

√

SW082

Clear

Mist

√

√

T-shirts

SW083

Clear

Web

√

√

Sweatshirts

SW084

Clear

Fan

√

√

Flash curing

SW085

Clear

Web

√

√

√

Plastic, foam, carpet

SW087

Clear

Mist

√

√

√

Packaging

SW088

Clear

Fan

√

√

√

Multi-purpose, industrial grade

√

Typical Application

Pressure Sensitive

Foam, fabric
Paste-ups, layouts, paper, cardboard

SW089

Clear

Mist

SW092

Amber

Lace-like

SW382

Clear

Mist

√

√

T-shirts

SW383

Clear

Web

√

√

Sweatshirts, heavyweight materials/textiles

√

√
√

Arts & crafts
Trim, headliners, foam, insulation
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